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Abstract. This paper provides an overview of M2M. M2M is an acronym for Machine-to-Machine but has sometimes been translated as Man-to-Machine, Machine-to-Man, Machine-to-Mobile and Mobile-to-Machine. Development and deployment of M2M system is necessary for creating a pervasive and intelligent environment. M2M is a combination of various heterogeneous electronic, communication and software technologies. The paper presents the architecture of a M2M system and analyses all its aspects from technological and business point of view.



Introduction Imagine a situation where the world around us is intelligent. There are sensors and actuators everywhere, which communicate with each other and with server for proper management and operation of the machines. The stoplights would automatically regulate the flow of vehicles on receiving the traffic data of the city from sensors installed everywhere. The vending machines would automatically send request for replenishment when needed. The elderly people would be under constant observation of doctors who are updated regularly with the condition status. The cars would be intelligent enough to prevent collisions with other cars and city infrastructure. Welcome to the world of M2M. M2M refers to data communication between machines without human intervention. M2M can also mean the family of sensors, actuators, middleware, software and applications that help improve efficiency and quality by tying together a myriad of sensors and actuators with business processes. Harbor Research estimates that by 2010, at least 1.5 billion devices will be Internet-connected worldwide. With a projected market of around 220 billion euros (according to IDATE) by 2010, M2M systems need to be appropriately developed. M2M is based on the idea that machines are more valuable when they are networked and network becomes more valuable with addition of more machines to it. Different electronic, communication and software technologies are combined to realize a M2M system. The primary use of M2M technology is in interaction with a large number of remote, and possibly mobile, devices, usually acting as the interface with the end user. Innovations in network and communication technologies, improvements in electronics and advent of middleware for machines have enabled M2M to be practically deployed in various domains. This paper presents an overview of a M2M system, by describing its various components, the technology used in those components and the working of a typical M2M system. The paper then explores the current and projected market of M2M, challenges faced in its deployment, its future and applications.



M2M Architecture M2M solutions comprise of following basic components Intelligent and communication enabled modules and devices: These devices include embedded sensors, actuators, RFID tags and wireless modules. These sensors and actuators can be made intelligent and built



into devices like industrial robots which can sense information and perform certain tasks on their own without human intervention. These sensors can also be built into industrial PLC’s (Programmable Logic Control) or GSM operated machines for wireless operation. Smart Phones and PDA’s communicating through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi can also be used. Various sensors as a part of M2M devices can be used in real time applications like automatic road toll pay system or maintenance of corporate photocopiers and printers. In the coming times smart homes using M2M based systems will be very popular. Networks: Networking solutions includes both fixed and wireless communication. Connectivity is the most essential part of M2M. Wireless communication can take advantage of already existing TCP/IP protocol



Source: [2]



which is most widely used and is used for the internet services. Another advantage of using TCP/IP is that both voice and data services can be used with ease. Security in wireless communication is a very important aspect of M2M which needs to be taken care of while networking. There are many options for data communication between the machines in a sensor network throughout the enterprise. Wired technologies like Ethernet can be used or wireless ones like GRPS, CMDA, GSM, Bluetooth, Zigbee, RF technologies etc.
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Software: It includes various applications which present meaningful information to users about the machine network as a whole. Information at any level can be provided on-demand or through automated services. Applications may be provided by end customers, off-the-shelf or through 3rd parties as part of an Application Service Provider (ASP) model. Rise of various web scripting languages like XML, and web services, help in easy exchange of data over the internet and makes it easier for companies to manage data and building applications useful for user which is convenient for them at the same time. Platform independent languages like java can be used to build applications which can be deployed over a vast array of processing units be it windows or UNIX systems. Middleware is part of software running at the remote machines. It provides routing and buffering of data between remote machines and central IT systems. M2M involves data transfer between numerous systems working on different platforms and obeying different protocols for data transfer, middleware in M2M allows these machines to work in their native manner, bridging protocols between different systems and manages data transfer between them. A M2M specific middleware provides various functionalities like QoS, communication scheduling and alarm triggering operations. It provides support in various real time applications like weather forecasting, remote patient monitoring etc. Company information system including packages like ERP, CRM and SCM allows companies insight to key business processes. These packages are also included in software involving M2M.



M2M Technology The traditional PC to PC communication technology has largely been built to support interaction among people. Most of the technology till date has focused on increasing processing power of systems and building powerful, high bandwidth systems which needs power 24 hrs. M2M technology on the other hand is very different. It is based on interaction among devices and between devices and people. M2M technology is based on device specific applications and has much lower bandwidth and power requirements than contemporary personal computers. Traditional personal computers which focus on features and functions of a device are very different from M2M systems which are much more service and application oriented, as in if a user is a M2M based technology he would be more involved and interested in the features related to a device, like remote login, data monitoring and performing various manipulations on data rather than the processor handling these devices and its speed, memory and processing speeds. M2M technology is appropriate for a layman who does not have any technical know how of the system, its computing power and technique. M2M technology is based on intelligent systems which will perform tasks on its own without human intervention. M2M technology is based on systems which sense information and automatically perform actions based on the readings from sensors and RFID tags. M2M based systems are smart systems and use technology which make work much easier for the user as well the industry. Using M2M technologies, companies will have the ability to tap into a device’s data stream continuously, service devices in a different manner and track and service a device throughout its entire lifecycle; from the assembly line to the recycling heap. M2M technology will help companies in building strong customer ties which will mutually benefit both. State of art technology is required in each of the component of M2M. A major component of M2M is the communication network. The choice of the communications technology depends on several factors such as network range, frequency use and the underlying business model. M2M specific communication protocols like BitXML can be used. Usage of mesh networks may reduce a node’s power requirements. They can enable nodes to communicate with other nodes by permitting the data to travel in short hops over long distances. Major cellular operators like Nokia and Sony Ericsson have developed services for M2M systems. Software needs to be developed at two levels. One embedded at the remote node and the other at the central server. One can use middleware nodes like ATLAS provided from Pervasa Inc. which can connect many



nodes seamlessly, can collect data read from nodes, can provide easy node configurable options through an interface, and can manage communications with the node. EmKay Sisonic Microphone, This microphone is made from Silicon and is only millimeters large. (Photo Courtesy of EmKay)
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The application at the central server provides end-users with an asset monitoring and control interface and integrates machine data into business processes. Finally actual technology of the machines involved in a M2M system has a major bearing on the overall performance of the system. Usage of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) or in future the Nanosensors, can give improved performance, help reduce the latency in taking readings, or help machines perform efficiently in real time applications. Furthermore MEMS and Nanotechnology can enable sensors and actuators to be miniaturized, allowing for easy deployment.



How M2M works M2M works with standard technologies like TCP/IP, IEEE 802.11, wireless LAN’s, cellular communication technologies like GPRS, CDMA and GSM, Bluetooth, Zigbee and wired networks such as Ethernet.



Source: [3]



In the figure shown above a typical wireless machine to machine implementation sends information on a machine’s status to a wireless network via a modem, in this case one that works with Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) cellular technology. Via protocols such as TCP/IP and the short message Peer to Peer Protocol, the system sends information to a back-end server, which processes the data and sends it via the Internet to the facility that monitors and controls the machine. Using standardized technologies helps in easier inter device operation in M2M systems, and in its deployment. Standardized technologies also help in building standard compliant equipment which will reduce the costs of the systems. M2M nodes operate autonomously pushing information on various systems and various nodes interoperate and send data to one another. These nodes can make decisions on their own also requiring no or some human intervention.



M2M Value Chain A successful deployment of M2M project involves contributions by growing companies and requires them to work in unison. A successful M2M project requires the interplay of the following technologies and services. Equipment Supplier: Handles all the tasks from manufacturing to maintaining intelligent communication enabled devices. The equipment supplier also has the duty of providing components required to integrate these devices into solutions including programming devices and bridges required for building complete M2M architecture as described earlier in the paper.



Source: [1]



Software Publisher: Handles the middleware and all M2M applications. A large range of software publishers can be used depending upon M2M system to be built. Telecom Operators: These are the most important people in the M2M solution as they provide connection to remote devices and offer all operation and administration services for networks and devices. Consulting: Help in recognizing the feasibility of M2M project and the areas on which companies can focus more in M2M solutions. Consultants also help in selecting other key players so that different players can work together in a better way. Integrator: Has the responsibility of integrating all components into a solution to form a complete M2M package. Integrator can be any of the above an IT service provider, a telecom operator or an equipment supplier. Hosting and service Platform provider: Are the ones hosting the M2M solution Distributor: Has the responsibility of marketing the product, deploying M2M solutions and providing services to the clients.



Source: [4]



1) 2) 3) 4)



Creation/Manufacture Distribution Sales Installation/Setup



5) 6) 7) 8)



Operation Service and repair Disposal Recycle/Remanufacture



The above figure shows the M2M Technology lifecycle. Various steps right from the development, sales and service to its end has been showed as per the time line.



M2M Communication Protocol: BiTXml Considering the heterogeneity involved in M2M model we need to have a standardized protocol for communication. Efforts to create such protocols for M2M, which can bring standardization, have been fruitless. So, a better solution to this problem can be extending an already existing protocol rather than creating an altogether new protocol. The good approach to do this has been adopted by BiTXml which targets the core functionalities commonly required by M2M applications. This basic approach of BiTXml is based on a very general architectural model. It targets the Application layer of OSI based reference model to standardize the way commands and control information are exchanged for the specific target of M2M communication demands (i.e. communication with generic devices with or without processing power on board like sensors, actuators, as well as air conditioning systems, lifts etc. or a combination of them) [10]. The current protocol specification defines [10]: 1.



The abstraction of a BiTXml gateway application



2.



The abstraction of a BiTXml controller



3.



The syntax and the semantic of a set of values used to exchange data between two communicating parties



4.



The syntax and semantic of a set of commands used to drive the devices connected to the BiTXml gateway application



5.



The syntax and semantic for events, generated by the BiTXml gateway application following the recognition of specific conditions on the controlled devices



BiTXml Architectural Reference model The main parts of the reference model are [Fig1]:
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Network Transport
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Fig1. Architectural Reference Model 1.



BiTXml gateway application: any software application using BiTXml Protocol for transmission and working as an “intelligent” remote execution unit.



2.



BiTXml controller: any software application using BiTXml Protocol for transmission, working as the master (controlling) unit for one or more application gateways



3.



Network transport: any kind of network transport layer



4.



I/O ports: any kind of connection port enabling the control of whatever physical or logical device connected. Actually supported connection ports range through analog and digital GPIO’s, positioning devices, serial ports and user-definable (logical) ports.



5.



Devices: any kind of logical or physical device connectable to the available I/O ports.



SCADA V/S M2M SCADA is the acronym for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. The term refers to a large-scale, distributed measurement (and control) system. SCADA refers to a system that collects data from various sensors at a factory, plant or in other remote locations and then sends this data to a central computer which then manages and controls the data. SCADA is a term that is used broadly to portray control and management solutions in a wide range of industries[11]. There are many parts of a working SCADA system. A SCADA system usually includes signal hardware (input and output), controllers, networks, user interface (HMI), communications equipment and software. All together, the term SCADA refers to the entire central system. The central system usually monitors data from various sensors that are either in close proximity or off site (sometimes miles away).



SCADA is based on technology in which a centralized server reaches out and polls field equipment regularly. However, SCADA’s field-based nodes can’t push data to the server while as M2M based system can. SCADA is also based on proprietary technologies, so its costs are pretty high and makes widespread deployment difficult. Unlike SCADA, M2M works with standardized technologies—such as TCP/IP, IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, cellular communications technologies, and wired networks such as Ethernet. Using standards allows easier device interoperation in M2M systems and facilitates using mass-produced, standards-compliant equipment, which makes implementation less expensive simpler and quicker. With SCADA, sensors and controllers are hardwired to the host, which limits the number of sensors the technology can serve and the distance over which data can be transported. M2M is thus a more flexible technology. So M2M seems to be much more practical option compared to SCADA[3].



M2M Market The M2M market's potential involves billions of machines, and hundreds of billions of objects that can be equipped with communication capabilities. Regardless of the sector of activity or the application involved, a machine or an object increases in value when connected to a network that manages or controls it remotely. According to IDATE, the M2M market is expected to grow to a whooping 220 billion euros by 2010 as compared to around 50 billion euros compounding to annual growth rate of more than 50% whose major benefactors are going to be hardware producers, integrators and mobile operators. M2M is based on electronics, computer and network level technologies which are quite old in the market, so M2M market has quite a good scope with integration of these technologies.



Source: [6]



Major module producers like Siemens, Sony Ericsson, and Nokia Corp. have invested a lot in M2M to compete against already existing ones like Wavecom and Qualcom which creates a healthy competition and reduces the cost of products and services in market. At the same time M2M systems can benefit from technology giants like Microsoft, Oracle who are researching newer technologies and applications which can be used in M2M systems. Companies like IBM are helping in improvement of middleware required for M2M. M2M market can also benefit from companies like Pervasa and Crossbow (which uses Berkeley motes), who are working on sensor/ actuator platforms which would help in easy integration of numerous devices and provide middleware support apart from key pervasive computing solutions. The industries with the most advanced use of M2M are transportation, fleet management, advanced telematics (security, emergency services, dynamic navigation etc) and public utilities.



M2M Stakes The stakes involved in M2M are enormous. Billions of devices around the world could benefit from this technology. Given the stakes involved, companies are moving towards wide scale adoption of M2M technology. M2M Players and Forecast of installed base



Source: [4]



Source: [4]



The companies can not only benefit from the sales of products related to M2M but also through the knowledge gained from machine usage and customer behavior statistics. Different players stand to gain or lose from the spread of technology. Technology suppliers can gain from the increased investment in M2M technology. They can hope for increased sales of M2M components. Device manufacturers and service providers can gain from increased usage of M2M solutions. There job would be to respond to needs and requirements of customers. Finally customers would gain from the mobility and intelligent environment which M2M technology can provide.



M2M Challenges and Solutions Every new and pervasive technology presents challenges in implementation, M2M being no different. The major difficulties encountered in M2M deployments are mainly at the network level. Difficulties are in the areas of reliability, robustness, latency, security, privacy, authorization, heterogeneity and cost. Data Security is one of the most important considerations while designing an M2M solution. Different types of communication techniques present different encryption and security features. For example Ethernet technology does not provide security or encryption, while cellular operators provide encryption and access authorization to data sent over network. The proper solution would require security aspects built into the middleware/ application layer. Use of disparate communication strategies also involves data of different format. Thus mechanism should be there to ensure conversion of different data formats to a common format. The type of communication protocol used may also affect efficiency. Network technologies used should ensure availability, reliability and cost effectiveness. Networks should be structured for optimized communication. That is devices should be able to communicate over short distances using less power, or over long distances using bridges with power supply. Another major challenge to M2M is the absence of standardization. Considering the heterogeneity involved in the system, standardizing technology become all the more important for wide scale adoption. A standardized protocol for M2M communication is needed. Protocols like BiTXml and M2MXML are there, but problems still remain to be solved if M2M has to be deployed on a larger scale. Numerous disparate machines would generate a massive data in various formats. So a good data processing capability is required, with support for real time processes. Applications capable of aggregating and analyzing the large volume of data are required.



Basic component technology is also a hurdle in wide scale deployment of M2M. Usage of MEMS and Nanosensors can ensure reduced latency, miniaturization and better performance. Flexibility is another requirement, which can allow easy and unobtrusive reconfiguration. Efficient middleware is required which can allow for on - the - fly reconfiguration of the sensor network, and which can provide interface to the machines allowing for easy programmability. Finally cost of nodes and other M2M components, is also a major obstacle. Hardware, software, and networking costs will have to be reduced considerably for M2M to be practical. Higher production volumes and more efficient integration within M2M systems will help to bring down the deployment cost of M2M system.



M2M Applications



Areas of M2M Applications



Source: [2]



M2M technology has been and can be applied to wide domains. Application areas are: Management of smart spaces, industry automation, building automation, home automation, security, healthcare, vending machines, automobiles, digital imaging, fleet and tracking. M2M could be used to monitor and control building temperature, lighting levels and security. It can be used in flood control systems. Data from multiple sensors can be used to develop M2M based control applications. For example a network of motion sensors can detect the location of persons. M2M has mainly been deployed in industries which use large and expensive equipments. Intel has deployed M2M in a chip fabrication plant to monitor the equipments automatically.



Bright Future of M2M Sensors and actuators play a major role in M2M systems and with the introduction of technology like MEMS, all sensors and actuators can now be integrated onto a single chip and can be built on large scales at much lower costs. Device miniaturization will also help in large scale deployment of M2M systems. With the advent of communication technologies like EDGE and 3G technologies in GPRS/GSM, performance of the systems will really improve and provide multiple solutions on a single device. Newer wireless technologies like WiMAX have increased data transfer speeds and range further adding onto communication benefits. Better structuring of mesh networks will lead to much improved performance for M2M systems. Energy efficient sensors and techniques will further enhance the devices used in M2M systems, with the advances in semiconductor and transmission techniques devices will be optimized to run on lower power and will utilize the battery more efficiently. Technology improvement has reduced the size



of lithium-ion batteries which last longer. Alternative fuel sources are adding onto the benefits of the M2M devices. Energy efficient systems can work continuously without any human intervention and care for a much longer time providing smart, better, cheaper and convenient M2M systems. There are unlimited opportunities for growth in any field and with proper and smarter utilization of smarter resources and technology M2M technology holds a promising future.



Conclusion Machine – to – Machine system promises to create a truly pervasive environment where machines are active and can communicate with each other without human intervention. M2M is poised to grow in nearly every vertical sector. The M2M technology gives immense opportunities and benefits to corporate world and industry by providing them with better market opportunities and new solutions to enhance their business processes. The M2M system can blend with our daily lives seamlessly and provide us with enhanced and intelligent environment. With the improvements in existing electronic, communication and IT technologies, one can hope that all the challenges to the large scale deployment of M2M solutions will soon be overcome.
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